The achievements of the Egyptian Coalition in the global work week for education 2010-2012

The work week for education 2010 under the slogan (education for all- one goal):

Year 2010 achievements:

The week of launching the campaign of education for all has taken a special character as this subject has excited a great debate in the governorate where the celebrations of launching the campaign were; and this thanked to the students' marvelous participation through their expressed art works about the education conditions in Egypt and their point of view about the better education; through the contest which the foundation has launched in a number of governorates and which met with a great effect and interest by many mass media; visible, audible and readable as well as discussions and shares on the Facebook. The activities of the global work week 2010 were in 3 governorates (Aswan, Alexandria, Delta governorates). There are a group of the public figures in every governorate, representatives from the ministry of Education, and some media men have attended these celebrations.
Launching the campaign in Aswan:

PLACE: El Akkad culture palace

Time: 24 April 2010

The number of attendees: 90

The Partners: the foundation of Egyptians without boarders for development, the Egyptian foundation for refugee rights, the "the citizen is Egyptian" units in a number of youth organizations, the 8th channel, the South Upper Radio, the administration of the public education in Aswan governorate, the education committee in the governorate local council.

Launching the campaign in the Delta governorates:

Place: Green House Hotel at Tanta

Time: 1st May 2010

The number of attendees: 75

Partners: the educational departments in the Delta governorates, the Arabic Program of the Human Rights activists, the Foundation of Egyptians without borders for development, the boards of trustees of 28 schools.
Launching the campaign in Alexandria:

Place: the Egyptian Centre for development

Time: 22 April 2010

The number of attendees: 40

Partners: the directorate of youth and sport at Alexandria, the foundation of Egyptians without boarders for development, the Egyptian Center for development, the Egyptian foundation for refugee rights, members from the movement of Egyptians for modification, the graduates of the program of "the Citizen is Egyptian" in Alexandria.
-The work week for education 2011 under the slogan (we want to learn correctly)

The global work week of this year was different as it passed different activities were through a quiz for arts which the foundation of Egyptian without borders for development; titled "we want to learn correctly", the foundation also has organized a camp for the students by the same title; and this is a student activity under the supervision of the coordinator committee of the Egyptian Coalition for education; which primarily aims at:

Making an active dialogue with the participated students to recognize the education issues from a student point of view (the aimed group from the educational process).

Acquisition the participated students a set of skills and knowledge which qualifies them to lead all of the student activities during the campaign.

Identifying a lot of information about the international campaign for education and the role of the Egyptian Coalition in facing the education issues in the next stage for the students, educators, parents, and educational and media leaders. 20 students (boys and girls) have participated in the camp.

From the campaign’s activities for this year were meetings in some schools to open a dialogue with the students and recognize the most important educational problems which they face in their schools, from which was one of the Sudanese refugee schools where we entered by the help of the Egyptian foundation for the refugee rights.
The work week for education 2012 under the slogan (the big story – Girls' education)

The activities of the global work week for this year were as following:

A national conference with the attendance of the public figures in Cairo, a representative for the Minister of education, some independent educational experts, the members of the Egyptian Coalition for education, students and teachers and this to discuss the ways to the equal participation in order to raise and activate the right in education. During this conference there are a movie about the girls' education was displayed.
Making a play which the children act about the (grand story – girls' education) and displaying this on the theatre of El Maadi library in Cairo. This play has discussed some of the education issues which the children have acted. There are parents, media men, students, members from the Egyptian Coalition for education, and some schools have attended this show.